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Disclaimer
The information in this White Paper is subject to change or update and should
not be construed as a commitment, promise or guarantee by ZEE or any other
individual or organisation mentioned in this white paper relating to the future
availability of services related to the use of the tokens or to their future
performance or value.
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Introduction

Zee World is a decentralized metaverse where anyone can earn tokens by
participating in the Zee World ecosystem. Players can collect, breed and battle
Zee Monsters in exciting turn based strategy game modes, own lands and
create players owned assets.

Zee World economics are driven by play-to-earn which rewards players and
creators for their skill.

Players can earn by:

Competing in game mode leaderboards and winning prizes

Training and Evolving Zee which can be sold on the marketplace.

Speculating on marketplace to acquire rare and unique Zee monsters

Staking Zee Monsters to mine resources from land

Creating Assets for ZEE Land and Selling in marketplace

GAMEPLAY
Core loop

2.5%
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Battle
Zee World offers a variety of game modes built around turn-based strategy
mechanics. Players can battle Zee Monsters in Multiplayer PVP modes, Solo and
Co-Op PVE modes. 


ZEE World

Battling earns Experience Points (XP) and Breeding Shards ($BST).
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Breeding Shard is an ERC-20 token which is required to breed and
evolve Zee Monsters.
Each battle costs Energy which regenerates every 3h and completely resets
with daily server reset at UTC +0. Energy limits of how much XP and $BST can
be earned per day.

Zee Monsters
Zee Monsters are ERC-721 tokens which are unique and guarantee true
ownership to players. Each Zee Monster has a unique class and collection of
special attributes which defines Zee appearance and battle traits. 

Generation I have a collection of 50 unique Zee Monsters. 

Origin Zee Monsters can be obtained from Zee Eggs which will be distributed in
launch event.

There will be a total of 5000 Eggs which will contain one origin Zee Monster.
Origin Zee Monsters have a chance to obtain unique special attributes.


Classes
Zee Monsters are split into 3 classes where each class has its own strength and
2.5%
weakness:
FIRE 
GRASS 
WATER

Each class has its own unique moves and special attacks. Zee World is a
dynamic game which will evolve and add new and more exotic classes down
the roadmap.
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Player vs Player mode features 3v3 battle mode where players are competing
in leaderboard via earning Rank Points. Each battle awards the winner with
rank points which are deducted from the losing player. Rank Point system is
based on ELO model which is widely used in competitive games around the
world.

Earning rank points earns a place in League where each league offers higher
challenge and better $BST and XP rewards.

PVP Leaderboards have seasons and at the end of every season top players
are awarded ZEE Tokens.

PVE - Dungeons.
Dungeons offers players a variety of ways to play and earn.

Players have accessible multiple modes which can be played with different
numbers of Zee Monsters. 

Basic Dungeons are accessible with only 1 ZEE Monster making ZEE World easier
to scale and more accessible for new players.

More advanced modes offer gameplay with 3 and 5 ZEE Monsters.

Further down the roadmap more challenging game modes featuring co-op
gameplay will be added.

Each dungeon raid consumes Energy and awards players with XP and $BST if
the dungeon is successfully cleared.


Breeding
Only way to play ZEE World is by owning a ZEE Monster which can be obtained
from other players. Breeding is crucial for ZEE World to scale and attract new
2.5%
players but at same time it allows players to breed specific ZEE Monsters with
special attributes.

Breeding can happen when Zee Monsters are put into a breeding room which
produces an egg.

Breeding costs $ZEE and $BST. 

Each ZEE can be bred 7 times in total and every next breeding time costs more
$BST.

ZEE takes 7 days to fully mature from egg to grown up ZEE. 

Egg will always produce ZEE at its lowest evolution form.
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Evolution system is built around philosophy to represent and hold value of work
invested in each of ZEE Monster training. This ensures that strongest ZEE
Monsters will be ones which have most work invested - this translates into Proof
of Work.

Each ZEE can achieve a maximum level of 99 where each level takes more XP.
ZEE are trained by gaining XP in PVE and PVP modes. 

Once ZEE reaches the level threshold it has to be evolved into the next ZEE form
which improves its attributes. Evolution requires a $ZEE and $BST token to be
paid. $ZEE tokens are transferred to the DAO pool while $BST tokens are
burned.
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ZEE Land will add an additional layer of economics in the ZEE World metaverse.
Land is a unique ERC-721 token which grants the owner true ownership of
assets.

In total there will ever be 110,889 unique land plots represented in map. Each
land plot consists of 8x8 (64) tiles. Each piece of land is generated and will
feature unique terrain along with one of many Voxel resources.

Land gameplay has a traveling mechanic which consists of regular traveling
which takes time and Fast Travel which costs $ZEE tokens. Fast Travel allows to
travel instantly between player owned lands and portals around ZEE World.


ZEE Land


Voxel Creation Tool
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Voxels are ERC-20 tokens which can be mined and used for ZEE Asset creation
with Voxel Editor. Voxels can be mined with ZEE Monsters by staking them. ZEE
Stake on specific land plot for mining costs $ZEE.
Land earns passive income for Land owners and miners.

2.5%

Land will give extra bonuses in battle and allow them to train and
breed more effectively.

Lands will be completely new unique ZEE Monsters which will be
introduced in game.

Through various events Land owners will be able to find $ZEE tokens
on their land along with different rewards.

All Lands are public and can be visited and mined by any player.

Multiple Land plots can be combined in land estates which will allow to build
more complex and advanced experiences. 

Ultimately Land will allow players to create minigames and rich experiences
that can be monetized by player driven economics.
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Voxel Creation Tool

ZEE Land brings lots of opportunities for creators to create and earn, opens
possibilities for collaborations and adds the next layer of ZEE metaverse.

ZEE creation tool allows players and artists to create ZEE Assets for ZEE Land
which inf future can animated and programmable. ZEE Assets are ERC-1155

ZEE World

tokens which can be minted by creators, published and sold to the ZEE
marketplace.
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Zee Marketplace
Zee Marketplace is the central place for trade in the ZEE World metaverse.
Players can use the marketplace to buy and sell ZEE Monsters, Land and
Assets. Each transaction in the Marketplace is subject to 5% tax which is
transferred to the DAO fund.
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ZEE Token Utility

$ZEE Token is ERC-20 tokens with a total supply of 2,700,000,000.

$ZEE token is at the center of the ZEE universe and is required to interact with

Breeding


ZEE economics.


Evolution


$ZEE token is used to:


Breed ZEE


ZEE Land


Voxel Creation
Tool


2.5%

E


Evolve ZE

d


Mine Lan

ZEE Token Utility


Fast Travel in ZEE World


Tokenomics


Vote on community pools

s


Mint ZEE Asset
2.5%

Sell and Buy on ZEE Marketplace
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Tokenomics

5% Tax is charged for every transaction in the marketplace which is transferred
to the DAO pool.

Platform fees are transferred to DAO pool:

ZEE World

Breeding


2.5%
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